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William Levett, a royalist spy, observed a muster on the 26th
September 1643 at Finsbury Fields where he saw NINE Trayned
Bandes Regiments and SEVEN of Auxiliaries totalling 18,094
officers and men. TWO Auxiliary Regiments and TWO
regiments of City Horse were not at the muster which would have
seen more than 20,000 men on parade.

THE CITTIE of
LONDON BRIGADE
The ARMIE OF PARLIAMENT
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This document, where viewed on a screen has a number of links that will
connect you to on-line content. These links are either shown as buttons [as
shown above], or you are invited to click on a specific section of text. You
don’t need to access these other items, they just enrich the experience! JCT
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IMAGES FROM 2018
Some shots of the Cittie of London Brigade doing really
cool things in 2018 – Scampston Hall [above] and other
images from Crowland Abbey. All by Rusty Aldwinckle.
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From JCT – you remember that
Brigade Commander bloke…
Dear Londoners, I thought that it was about

time we had another issue of the brigade newsletter –
London & Liberty! They seem to work best at the start
of a season, when everyone is getting their kit ready and
looking forward to the first musters of the season.
Of course, we have already had Nantwich which
saw nearly all the regiments of the brigade represented,
and your own Brigade Commander in command of the
forces of Parliament defending Nantwich from those
pesky Royalists. There’s a report on the action included
later in this edition of London & Liberty for those
interested to see what its like to command a large
formation of troops…. In the words of Wellington, it
was ‘a close-run thing’, but the character of Parliament’s
troops showed through and we held on to the town
despite being significantly outnumbered. Never was a
commander more relieved to hear that the Royalists
were disengaging, and the battle was over!
We do have a busy year ahead of us, including of
course the celebration of the Sealed Knot’s 50th
Anniversary at the August Bank Holiday Muster at
Claydon in Bucks. As that weekend is fun-packed –
honestly…, we have decided that the Brigade should
mark the 50th anniversary with a combined party at the
Bristol Major Muster at the Bank Holiday Muster at the
end of May. I am suggesting that we keep the centre of
the Brigade campsite clear, put all our various party
tents in a circle, corral our barbecues [each regiment to
sort out their own food etc.], bring out the drinks and
catch up with all our friends within the brigade that we
haven’t seen since 2017. More details to follow…
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Your CO’s and adjutants have also been to the exciting ARMY COUNCIL at Burford School on the 17th
March 2018. The highlights of the ARMY MEETING are as follows:
•
•
•
•

The concerns about taking people to hospital in your own car have been allayed by speaking to an
insurance broker. Obviously don’t drink and drive, and the Gate Guard should have directions to
the nearest Casualty department. The only proviso is that you must not profit from the transaction.
The Lord General is forming a new unit called Colonel John Oakey’s Dragoons – to recruit
musketeers to the cause of Parliament, and to create a place for him to retire to…
However, the Lord General has asked the General’s if any of them are willing to stand, and none of
them are; so, he will be standing again.
The Chief of Staff has outlined the rules by which the LG Election will take place at August Bank
Holiday. The rules are as follows: If a Brigade Commander has decided not to stand for election as LG
[and I have decided that it’s not for me], a SINGLE officer from within that brigade holding the rank of
Major or above can put themselves forward. Nominations MUST be with the Chief of staff by
MIDNIGHT on Saturday at the BRISTOL MAJOR. As it stands within Cittie Brigade we have three
eligible officers: LtCol Chapple, Major Tipping & Major Richardson. [I’m suggesting a mud wrestling
match to sort out who will stand]?!

We also had a very quick Brigade Meeting with everyone present welcome to take part, and we discussed
the following points:
•

•

•

Lt. Ste Applegate has introduced us to Rockingham Castle who are very interested in putting on a
MAJOR muster on the first May Bank Holiday in 2019. JCT is in early stage negotiations for this
exciting event – but think of it as CROWLAND ABBEY taken to the scale of a SK Major
Muster… Following on from that we are also trying to get a Brigade Event at Rockingham Castle
for the first May Bank Holiday in 2018 to get some PR and Marketing shots for promoting the 2019
event.
We have been asked by the SK if we would like to be involved with Holdenby House, and
specifically the Cruck Cottage just off the field with the arches in. We’re not quite sure what they
are offering at the minute, and JCT will meet with the estate manager soon, but the SK have
suggested that the Cittie of London Brigade might like to lead on the venture. As soon as there are
more details I will share them with you all. If we’re going to commit to anything I need to make
sure that you are all on side with the plan. It could be a great asset for training, PR, and small
events, and obviously a great setting. The CO’s support the idea in principle.
We are obviously the Cittie of London Brigade in all ways, except that we don’t re-enact in London!
We were so close with Blew’s planned event at Turnham Green at the end of last year, it got me to
thinking… “How can we get into London?” So, googling civil war, London, and some other bits and
bobs I came up with the Lord Mayor’s Show and in the images section up pops the Honourable
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Artillery Company [HAC]… And I started thinking – we are about three times the size of the
HAC, with authentic kit rather than dressed-up all shiny… and if we can get the right marketing
material might we tempt either one of the banks or a Guild to sponsor us to march in The Lord
Mayor’s Show? I put my thoughts to the CO’s and the rest of the meeting and they are all interested
in testing the water. SO, at August Bank Holiday we will be bringing all of the steel headed
weapons we have in the brigade, our musket rests, and all the colours we have to the muster and we
will dress in all our MILITIA kit to the best dress standards we can manage, and we will replicate
some of the postures that the HAC do with our own steel headed weapons, and along with a few
postures of our own, get some really good PR shots that can be developed for marketing purposes.
Now this will be a bit of a faff, and will take some time and effort, but I am really hoping that
through these efforts we can get the brigade back into the city. Fancy some of that?

These photos are from www.pikemen.org.uk
•

From this conversation we talked about individual Trayned Bandes identities using our existing
regimental colours in addition to the White Regiment Colours and we all agreed that each unit
should have a Cittie Brigade ‘alter-ego’ based upon our existing regimental colours where possible
[if the unit is not already a LTB unit].
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Regiment in 2018 Sealed Knot

Blew Regiment of the London
Trayned Bandes

Suggested Cittie of London Brigade Persona
26th September 1643
Captain George Dipford’s Companie of the Blew
Trayned Bandes of the Cittie of London

Essex’s Regiment

JCT Suggests - Colonel John Towse’s Companie
of the Orange Trayned Bandes of the Cittie of
London. [Assume using your existing plain
Colonel’s colour]

Colonel Robert Hammond’s

Captain Short’s Companie of the White
Auxiliaries of the Cittie of London.

Colonel Samuel Jones’

JCT Suggests - Colonel Isaac Penington’s
Companie of the White Trayned Bandes of the
Cittie of London. [Assume using your plain white
Colonel’s colour]

Tower Hamlet’s Trayned Bandes

THTB – please advise on your 1643 LTB persona?

Sir Arthur Haselrig’s

JCT Suggests - Colonel Sir William
Springate’s Companie of the Blue Auxiliaries of
the Cittie of London. [Assume using a plain blue
Colonel’s colour]

•

The idea is that when we do an event like Crowland [or Rockingham Castle – or for that matter The
Lord Mayor’s Show] we have lots of options. If we choose, we could re-enact the Muster at Finsbury
Fields 1643 with our own camps portraying 6 different London Trayned Bandes units with our own
regimental colours. We can parade as six individual companies with distinctive colours, or we could
choose to form a single unit – the ‘brigade’ persona - the White Trayned Bandes of the Cittie of
London, using our white colours.

•

Please be assured, this will not affect the usual way we operate at SK events - we will maintain our
usual regimental identities – this is a ploy specifically aimed at getting the Cittie of London Brigade
back into London. However, we should be aware that there are a number of anniversary events
coming up that require a Cittie of London portrayal… Newbury / Cropredy / Basing etc…
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•

To put together the best PR / Publicity shots, I would ask all of you to bring your best militia kit to
August Bank Holiday muster. The drill session on Sunday morning [which will almost certainly
incorporate an Army Parade], will also be a photo-shoot.

•

We will put all the musketeers [with their rests] into two sleeves either side of a pike division armed
with steel headed pikes. We will flank the units with our two artillery pieces and show the
Honourable Artillery Company what a proper unit of Trayned Bandes troops looks like.

•

So please, please, please, bring swords, armour, and any other side arms or equipment that a
seventeenth century bandesman might have taken on campaign, and let’s do something of real
quality in the memory of those we re-enact and portray. Remember there are dress codes on the Cittie
of London Brigade Website which can be found by clicking here.

That’s the end of my ramblings for now. You’re now all up to speed with our
plans for the Brigade in 2018, I hope that you are excited by them, and feel
able to commit to supporting the ideas. Of course, if you have any
suggestions, or ideas to improve the presentation of the brigade, please get in
touch, either by email at cittiebrigade@gmail.com or grab me at a muster
and let me have your thoughts!
I Rest,.
Yours for the Rights and Privileges of Parliament,.

Jon
[JCT or Johan Pilsbury]
Colonel-General, OC Cittie of London Brigade

DON’T FORGET to promote the Brigade’s Website

www.CittieofLondonBrigade.org
MUSTER LIST 2018
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Date

Event
& Location

30th March to
2nd April

Basing House 375

5th – 7th May

TO BE CONFIRMED***

26th – 28th May
23 & 24th June

Bristol 375
Newark Sconce 375

1st July

Marston Moor

28-29th July
11 & 12th
August
25 – 26th
August

Type

Organising
Unit

Mini [tbc]

Hawkins

Brigade
Event?

?

MAJOR

Hopton’s
Brigade

Large

King’s Guard

North Yorkshire

March /
Parade

Glemham’s

NASEBY – ORGANISED BY THE CITTIE OF

LARGE

CoLB

Large

tbc

MAJOR

Waller’s
Brigade

Hampshire

Nottinghamshire

LONDON BRIGADE – JCT’s 50th Birthday Party

Ashby Castle,
Leicestershire

CLAYDON HOUSE
SK 50th ANNIVERSARY
Buckinghamshire

So here it is – those events highlighted are the list that the CITTIE OF LONDON BRIGADE will focus their efforts
upon and will be attending in strength [PLEASE!].
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NANTWICH 2018–
AKA. What exactly do JCT & the General Officers do…?
The pre-battle briefing was given by Ian [Sparrow] Bailey - taking over from Jez Harper who was called
away to deal with the sudden passing of his father-in-law. The briefing was good tempered, and Barrie
Upton and I individually agreed a start to the battle, which we broadly kept to [I say broadly because when
we got on the field there was a small amount of confusion setting out the army so that the Rose-bowl competitors
could engage with each other]. The form up went well, and it was at that point we started to realise how
much we were outnumbered. The new royalist LG appeared to have attracted numbers... So, we followed
them down at a suitable distance with a cavalry escort of three horses, gave a salute to the staff of the
Oddfellow's to mark the passing of their Landlord in the last few days. Arrived at the town centre market
place and our little army barely filled the one side whereas the royalists comfortably took the other two
sides. At this point Julian France managed to bag the Scots for some additional firepower - my thanks to
Lyndsey [acting CO Scots] for supporting Parliament’s cause. I attended the Wreath Laying with Barrie to
represent the forces of Parliament - met the Mayor, the High Sheriff of Cheshire, and the local MP,
presented the troops etc. etc. Got dissed by the Yeomen of course as 'the enemy...'...
The march down to the battlefield was a little subdued to start with - but eventually got going. I was
pleased to see that a reasonable block of Skippon's had arrived that the battlefield direct from the pub... so
we welcomed them into our gang. The arrangement on the battlefield was as follows: on the right we had
the Scots plus half the army shot [London + Lilburne's + others]; All the pike in the centre; Manchester's plus
the rest of the shot on the left. We had our artillery arranged to keep a corridor along the riverbank, so we
could keep our troops within the area in-line with the tree.
We started by moving the shot forward and giving a volley - brought up the pike to line up with the shot another volley and then straight in at the point of pike. The battle in the centre of the field was ferocious
for a few minutes, and all of our units were engaged with each one set against slightly bigger units.
However, it soon became obvious that there was a Royalist pike block spare, so it appeared that Barrie put
his focus on the Rose-bowl and set the KG & Prince Rupert’s on Manchester's. Without any spare units
they had to suck it up. The good thing about KG & Prince Rupert’s is that they are quite benign, in that
they stand still and wait to double tap Manchester's... They could have really caused problems had they
realised we were totally committed elsewhere.
The battle had become disjointed, and the lines were well and truly mixed up. Lord Grey’s were fighting
well right down the field, Skippon's held the centre against a very large block of Lisle's, Manchester's were
being pummelled on the left by KG & Prince Rupert’s. The shot on each flank were holding their ground.
Barrie and I agreed an early parley to bring everything back into shape. The parley was a good chance to
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catch breath and get everything
structured again. We had about 6/7
musket shots left at this point, which
given that we had only been engaged for
about 25 minutes gives an idea of the
amount of firing going on... As usual the
parley results in a re-start which we took
straight down the field to them...
To be honest for the last 15 minutes we
just held on... We were really getting
battered by this point and their advantage
in numbers really started to tell. I
swapped some pike units around to make
sure that the Guard and Prince Rupert’s
got a taste of Cittie Brigade’s pikemen
fighting with [Misty's] Waller's Brigade
who had a mixed block with London troops, but the end came just in time.
We reformed, turned the army around, held a minute silence, and received the Rose-bowl results - 4. Our
very own Haselrigg’s. 3. The KG. 2. Manchester's and 1. Prince Rupert’s. We left the field marching off
from the left flank, dismissing and thanking the troops on the wide footpath just the other side of the
bridge. I am not aware [and didn't see] any injuries despite it being a good old fashioned muddy Nantwich.
I have reflected on what I could have done to have changed the battle. I could have moved the artillery on
the riverside closer to the Royalists to keep that corridor clear, but it would only have driven the royalist
shot towards the centre increasing the confusion of the mixed blocks already engaged there. I would have
liked to have rotated the pike blocks a little more, but the disparity in their comparative performances
meant that they just weren't close enough to pull them out and swap them. I am aware that the
performance was messy, a slogging match, and that we only just held our own. I believe that given even
numbers we would have battered them, unfortunately this time I must report we snatched only a draw.
I would like to share my thanks to Ian Bailey - he's great at keeping everything organised, keeping me
informed of what I am supposed to be doing, and for his advice. My thanks are also due to Julian France - a
real asset getting everyone organised for the march and for his assistance, advice and support on the field;
and my Guidon Ashley Fletcher for acting as runner across a very muddy the field. I'm sad to report it was
not an auspicious start to the year. I have also come to realise that the days you are tested as a commander
is when it’s all against you; we survived due to the character of the army, but I must do better if asked to
serve the army in similar circumstances in the future. After all that we retired to the pub to catch our
breath! Maybe I will see more Londoners there in 2019? JCT/JP
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IMAGES
FROM 2018
Some shots of the younger members of Cittie
of London Brigade from Crowland Abbey.
All by Rusty Aldwinckle.
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GETTING THE POINT YET?

[The NEW Cittie Brigade way…]
You will no doubt all be pleased to hear that at the meeting of the Military Committee [previously known as
the Performance Committee], the Lords General and their General Officers have agreed that the performance
of the script for our paying public must be our priority as two armies. Consequently, the start of the battle
and the end of the battles are likely to be scripted to present a story – while the bit in the middle is the usual
slogging match / melee!
This means that we will be doing more point of pike at the start and end of a battle. Now, I don’t
like the idea of us losing ground at the start of a battle, so we will be doing point practice at Brigade Drill
on Sunday morning at BRISTOL. Our 2iC Lt Colonel Karl ‘Chewy’ Chapple will be instructing ALL our
pikemen in the sneaky ways of pointing to cause maximum disruption and chaos in our enemy’s formations.
TO ALL MY DEAR PIKEMEN - This is something NEW, so please don’t roll your eyes and think
that its something we’ve done before – IT’S NOT! So, no drill dodging [not this time] as we need to bring
The Cittie of London Brigade to the full attention of our Royalist opposition – by smashing them at the
beginning, battering them at the push in the middle and then provide the Coup de Grace at end of the battle
at point! [If all this fails…. then we can get out the fire-pikes!]
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MENTIONED IN DISPATCHES?
[Do we say thank you enough…? Let the Brigade help!]
I used to run this section in Hammond’s newsletter, and it was an opportunity to say a public thank you or
congratulations to someone in the Brigade that has done you a particularly good turn or good service. It
might be a recognition of a lengthy period of service, or someone going beyond the call of duty and helping
you out at a weekend. The point is to take a moment to drop JCT a note explaining who, and why you
would like someone to get ‘Mentioned’ [cittiebrigade@gmail.com] and he’ll do the rest.
Also, please remember for particularly exemplary work we can recommend SK Awards – more
information can be found by clicking here. We should be quick to praise, to say thank you, and to
acknowledge other members of the brigade when they have done something good. So, as this is the first one
I have the following people to thank:

Mentioned in Dispatches
March 2018
Karl ‘Chewy’ Chapple

JCT would like to thank you for agreeing to serve as the brigade’s 2iC, and to
congratulate you on your promotion to Lieutenant-Colonel.

Lyn Webb-Morris

A big thank you for your service to three successive Brigade Commanders as
Brigade Treasurer and Brigade Baggage Master. You have provided diligent
and excellent service for many years. The Brigade owes you a debt of thanks!

Ian Bailey

JCT would like to thank you for keeping me on the straight and narrow at
Nantwich and for giving excellent support and advice.

Julian France

JCT would also like to thank Julian for acting as my 2iC when commanding
the Army at Nantwich – Thank you Sir!

Ashley Fletcher

A big thank you to Ashley from JCT - for acting as a most energetic runner
across the muddy battlefield of Nantwich 2018… and finally [but not least]

Rebecca Smallwood

For arranging a Parley [as ordered] very slowly at Nantwich [for which JCT
and many other people are grateful, and very pleased to have had a breather!]
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IMAGES FROM 2018
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SITUATIONS VACANT
[The Brigade needs your help!]
I know that the Brigade appears to run effortlessly… and is the epitome of structure and organisation…
[LOL!!!!]… but it takes some effort to keep the train on the rails, and for it to look as easy as it does. In the
background I have a small staff that help me maintain these exacting standards. [OK enough now – let’s
get serious]. The Brigade has relied upon Lyn Webb-Morris for over a decade in the roles posted below,
and Lyn now having taken on being a member of the Sealed Knot Board, has recently resigned these
positions. We should all thank Lyn for input over many years. However, this means we need:

• A BRIGADE TREASURER
• A BRIGADE BAGGAGE MASTER
I have written simple job descriptions for each of these roles and these can be found on the Cittie of London
Brigade Website in the Members Area in Standing Orders [Standing Order 11 will relate to the role of
TREASURER and Standing Order 12 will relate to BAGGAGE MASTER]. Both of which can be accessed
by clicking here.
If you are interested in either of these roles [after having read the Job Descriptions] please get in touch with
JCT by email on cittiebrigade@gmail.com or grab him at a muster!

BRIGADE NOTICES 2018
BRISTOL

May BH

Brigade Drummer’s Meeting to elect Brigade Drum Major for 2018
BRIGADE PARTY SATURDAY NIGHT – See page 6.
Celebrating the SK’s 50th Anniversary as only the CoLB can…
Dress Code – ‘The fashion faux-pas found at the back of the wardrobe…’

NASEBY

28/29th July

LARGE Muster run by CoLB; If you can, come Thursday to help set-up?
Sunday 29th is JCT’s 50th Birthday – so please feel free to hang around on the
Sunday afternoon & evening and help celebrate?
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AN INVITATION
To a training day for those looking to run
Large or Major Musters in the future. I
know that this won’t appeal to everyone,
but I thought that there are limited
opportunities to learn how the SK put on
musters and the systems that are employed.
So, I am setting myself a challenge – can I
organise a LARGE event at Naseby in a
day with a little help from my friends [i.e.
you…]? [Please note that I can only do this
in a day because I have done so many events
at Naseby in the past] …
We will cover all the methods I use to
deliver a muster including designing the
event from first concepts, the rules that I
employ in setting out campsites etc., the
space we require, admin and muster
organisation, health and safety, tricks of
the trade to avoid grumpiness when the
event starts, and also social media and
website construction for the promotion of
the event.
I have a messy office, but plenty of space
for up to six willing learners. If we’re going
to do it, it needs to be in the next few
weeks, probably at a weekend [which I
know may be difficult for some].

If you would like to get involved, and learn the black-art of
muster planning, please contact me on cittiebrigade@gmail.com
This offer is only open to members of Cittie of London Brigade!
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In the CoLB pipeline for 2019…

ROCKINGHAM CASTLE?

HOLDENBY HOUSE?
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CROWLAND ABBEY 3.0?

We have some plans bubbling away in the background, but we always need more as not everything we
hope for comes off. If you have any ideas, or particular places you’d like to get to, get in touch with JCT
who is always up for a bit of a punt!
REMEMBER - the key to our future success is putting on a show that venues can see the benefit of
inviting us to. We need the promotional shots to illustrate what we can do, so please remember to do the
BIG PARADE at ABH with all your best kit. I’m not going to apologise – I am going to work hard for
the benefit of The Cittie of London Brigade, but all the materials will also be available for your regiments,
so please use it to recruit and attract events.
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London & Liberty!
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